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Strike  Strike  Strike ? 

The purpose of this illustration is to show that certain times related to particular Moon Phases have influenced military strikes in the Middle East. Israeli strikes on their Muslim enemy’s 

nuclear facilities have been at precise Moon Phases in the past. If the pattern is reliable, then one can postulate that an imminent strike by Israel is soon to take place in like manner 

against Iran -given the pattern of strikes on Iraq and Syria. From the prior military campaign timing of the ‘Strike Zone’  this pattern could predict the possible timing as to when the next 

strike by Israel could happen. If not in the next window, then possibly one of similar configuration at a future date and time. In turn, inevitably it will lead to the coming Muslim-Jewish 

war. This coming war will be 1) regional 2) religious and 3) nuclear by some estimations. The mere fact is that it has involved the destruction of nuclear reactors in the past lends itself to 

such a probability. The Moon Phase and Strike Zone theories presented here are taken from facts and research already establish from Israel’s recent history. The information presented 

will only emphasize patterns and probabilities. What is different from these strikes is that they are dealing with high stakes potential nuclear weapons variables. 

Judaism has to be destroyed according to Koran because it is tied to YHWH’s promise of the Land and its Title Deed to be given to the descendants of Abraham but through Isaac, not  
Ishmael...through Jacob, not Esau. To have a State of Israel does not give Islam legitimacy. The mere fact that the Hebrew Nation was reborn on 1948 is a direct assault and affront to the tenants  

of Islam. YHVH in 1948 established Israel as it has Biblical legal claim to the Land. In Shi’ite theology, Israel can not be allowed to exist  indefinitely because it would 1) validate the Jewish-Christian 
Bible, 2) it would mean Israel does have rights to the Land, (Palestinian Covenant), 3) Islam is not the religion of peace, 4) Mohammed is not a ‘prophet’ of God nor the Last. 

40%  
of the worlds oil passes through 

this Strait. When Iran will be 

provoked to possibly ‘strike’ 1st, it 

will cut off oil shipments. This will 

cause the barrel of oil to go above 

$200+ and possibly cause West-

ern  economies to collapse & 

dollar to fall. The current trend is 

that oil is being bought and sold in 

non-Dollar currencies such as 

Brazil, Russia, India  and China. 

(BRICS)   

The Religious Nuclear Arms Race 

- Israel struck 2 Muslim enemy nuclear faculties before, having destroyed one in Iraq 1981 and one in Syria in 2007 during specific Moon Phases. 

- Israel struck enemy targets in either a 1) Waxing or 2) Waning Moon, as did the Arabs In Yom Kippur War of 1973, to attack Israel.  

- There are 3 possible Strike Zone dates that fall on a Waning Moon from October to December and Waxing Moon from October to December  

- The ‘Red Line’ policy of Netanyahu was initiated Fall 2012 with a possible postponement till a later time and place. 
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COMING MUSLIM–JEWISH WAR 
A NUCLEAR CONFRONTATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

1990 2000 2010 2020 

A Religious War 
There is a lot of speculation if 

and when Israel will strike 

Iran’s nuclear facilities with the 

intent of stopping the nuclear 

armament of Iran’s armory. Iran 

has already successfully tests 

long range missiles capable of 

reaching Israel, Saudi Arabia 

and Europe. Up until such time, 

clandestine efforts have none-

theless occurred with sabotage 

even the internet level with 

Φ ratio pattern 

Possibility of a mathematical 

relationship of the 1st and 2nd 

Israeli strike on enemy’s  

nuclear reactors. 
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Army of the Guardians  

of the Islamic Revolution 

  سپاه پاسداران انقلاب اسلامی 

 

It is intended to protect the country's  

Islamic system. It was Activate in 1980 

w/ combined armed forces. Fought in 

the Iran-Iraq War, Lebanese Civil War, 

Battle for Heart, 2006 Lebanon War; 

currently in Syria. 

The Israel Defense Forces  

(IDF)    צְבָא הַהֲגָנָה לְיִשְרָא 

 

The military forces of Israel consist of 

ground forces, air force & navy. It is the 

sole military wing of the Israeli security 

forces. It has no civilian jurisdiction 

within Israel. The IDF is headed by the 

Chief of General Staff, Ramatkal.  

Samson Option 

A term used to describe Israel’s alleged 

nuclear deterrence strategy of massive 

retaliation with nuclear weapons as a “last 

resort” against nations that are attacking 

them to the point of total destruction. It is 

taken from the 

Judges 13-16 

of the Bible. 

Currently Israel 

and Iran are in 

a ‘Cold War’ 

status. 
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